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EpiNow2
Estimate real-time case counts and time-varying epidemiological parameters



There are many like it, but this one is mine (ours)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rifleman%27s_Creed


Some slides “borrowed” from Sebastian Funk and Nikos Bosse
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Aim

Develop a toolkit for retrospective and real-time 
tracking of infectious disease outbreaks that utilises 

the benefits (if any) of a hybrid statistical and 
mechanistic approach.



Background
1. Models developed as needed from February 2020 with several versions

2. Nowcasting and effective reproduction number estimates published each day 
in over 1000 locations: epiforecasts.io/covid 

3. Forecasts submitted to SPI-M (UK government advisory committee), the CDC, 
German and Poland and ECDC forecasting hubs

4. Estimates used in numerous downstream analyses to draw inferences about 
the dynamics of the pandemic

5. Part of a project to evaluate methods for forecasting infectious diseases and 
to develop tooling to do so

https://epiforecasts.io/covid/


Case model



Objectives
1. Develop a model that can be used for real-time surveillance, nowcasting, 

and short-term forecasting.

2. Include  known epidemiological structure of the infection and reporting 
process.

3. The model should include a parameter that is referenced to the infection 
process and that can be used to compare disparate surveillance data  
sources (here the effective reproduction number).

4. The model should ideally capture changes in trend as quickly as possible.

Sherratt, K. et al  2021. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences. 
https://doi.org/10.1098/rstb.2020.0283

https://doi.org/10.1098/rstb.2020.0283


Our approach

https://epiforecasts.io/covid/posts/national/united-kingdom/ 

• Bayesian approach combining
nowcasting and R estimation

• Uncertain generation interval estimates from
Singapore allowing for
negative serial intervals

• Latent process for estimating It
• Negative binomial reporting with

multiplicative day-of-the-week effect

• Rt estimates with correlation between 
Rt+1 and Rt based on Gaussian Process
prior

• All implemented in Stan and as
open-source R package
https://epiforecasts.io/EpiNow2/

Abbott et al., 2020, Wellcome Open Res

https://epiforecasts.io/covid/posts/national/united-kingdom/
https://epiforecasts.io/EpiNow2/


The model

https://github.com/epiforecasts/backcalc/blob/master/report.md Stan code: https://git.io/JUxRt 
Method: https://doi.org/10.12688/wellcomeopenres.16006.2 

https://git.io/JUxRt
https://doi.org/10.12688/wellcomeopenres.16006.2


Where,

https://epiforecasts.io/covid/posts/national/united-kingdom/ Stan code: https://git.io/JUxRt 
Method: https://doi.org/10.12688/wellcomeopenres.16006.2 

https://epiforecasts.io/covid/posts/national/united-kingdom/
https://git.io/JUxRt
https://doi.org/10.12688/wellcomeopenres.16006.2


How can we tell which approach works best?

https://calcat.covid19.ca.gov/cacovidmodels/

https://calcat.covid19.ca.gov/cacovidmodels/


Forecasting based on reproduction numbers

1. Forecasting a useful aim in and of itself but also a potential method for 
choosing the optimal real-time surveillance tool

2. Simplistic assumption of no change in the reproduction number beyond the 
forecast horizon

3. Modification of effective reproduction based on total susceptible population to 
prevent implausible forecasts



Death forecast



Our approach
• Bayesian

• Prior specifying the log normal delay from 
the primary observation to the secondary 
observation

• Prior specifying the scaling of the primary to 
secondary observation

• Options for non-cumulative/cumulative 
relationship 

• Negative binomial reporting with
multiplicative day-of-the-week effect

• All implemented in Stan and as
open-source R package
https://epiforecasts.io/EpiNow2/

https://epiforecasts.io/EpiNow2/reference/estimate_secondary.html 

https://epiforecasts.io/EpiNow2/


The model

https://epiforecasts.io/EpiNow2/reference/estimate_secondary.html Stan code: https://git.io/Jz04S 
Method: Bosse et al. (in pres)



Data requirements



Case forecast

Data requirements

1. Daily case notifications  (though aggregations also supported)

2. An estimate of the generation time (optional)

3. An estimate of the incubation period (optional)

4. An estimate of the delay between onset and report (optional)



Death forecast

Data requirements

1. Daily case notifications

2. Posterior samples from a forecast of future case notifications

3. Daily death notifications (or an aggregation up to weekly)

4. An estimate of the delay between case and death notification (optional)



Data processing



None!
Data processing

1. No automated outlier handling

2. No manual outlier handling

3. No aggregation of the daily data

4. No seasonality adjustment



Performance







 Bosse et al., in prep

http://viz.covid19forecasthub.org


 Bosse et al., in prep

http://viz.covid19forecasthub.org


 Meakin et al., in prep

http://viz.covid19forecasthub.org


Summary



Summary
● EpiNow2 is a toolkit for the surveillance of infectious disease 

outbreaks.

● Contains multiple models for estimating the reproduction 
number, case fatality ratios, and dealing with data 
truncation.

● These models can be used for short-term forecasts.

● They sometimes perform well (I promise) but recently have 
been doing poorly.

● Performance is better at short vs long time horizons and 
generally has a skewed distribution.

● A potential explanation is assuming everything is static 
beyond the forecasting horizon and lack of outlier handling

● EpiNow2 is under active development with UI 
improvements, increased model flexibility (more and better 
gaussian processes, static parameters, more time-varying 
parameter options) in the works. 

Open questions
● Model structure

a. Does adding mechanistic understanding 
improve forecasting models?

b. What is the impact of misspecifying 
mechanisms?

c. Have we captured the temporal evolution of 
Rt?

d. What other structure should we include 
(space, variants, age etc.)?

● Role of data handling vs model structure
a. Daily vs weekly data?
b. Outlier handling?
c. Are we forecasting NPIs?

● Computational efficiency
a. Have we chosen the right level of 

complexity?
b. Other / online methods?

● How do we create robust, easy-to-use and general 
tools?


